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1. INTRODUCTION
w x  .In 4 , Jones and Ames introduced the idea of nonlinear superposition
for finding new solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations.
Formally, the simplest form of a superposition principle is an operation
F u , ¨ s u)¨ , F : V )V ª W 1.1 .  .
 .where V and W are function spaces which preserves some governing
equations, so that if
f x, u , u , u , . . . s 0 .x x xi i j
and
f x, ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . s 0, .x x xi i j
then
f x, w , w , w , . . . s 0, .x x xi i j
where w s u)¨ . Of course, it is a simple matter to extend this concept to
any n-ary operation that constructs a new solution from n old solutions.
Much of the progress in finding solutions of partial differential equa-
 .tions PDEs has resulted from ad hoc techniques such as superposition
principles. Originally, the only superpositions given were commutative.
w x w xHowever, as shown by Inselberg 3 and Levin 7 , commutativity is not a
 .necessary condition for nonlinear superpositions NLSPs . Indeed, Levin
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w x7 investigates several methods for constructing such interesting NLSPs
for nonlinear equations. Also, superposition possibilities for ordinary dif-
 .ferential equations ODEs of order p G 2 have been investigated by
w xSpijker 10 .
In contrast with the ad hoc methods, Lie's classical symmetry algorithm
has become so systematic that automatic symmetry-finding programs have
been implemented in a number of sophisticated computer algebra pro-
 w x.grams see, e.g., 5, 8, 9 . If the ad hoc methods for solving a PDE can be
related to the structure of the Lie symmetry algebra of the PDE, then the
ad hoc methods could possibly be further systematised and automated by
using little more than existing symmetry-finding software.
It is the purpose of this investigation to demonstrate how to use Lie
symmetry algebras to find general superposition principles for nonlinear
PDEs. Lie's classical method has the advantage that the symmetry-de-
termining equations are linear. This contrasts with the nonlinear determin-
 .ing relations for an NLSP obtained by direct substitution of w s F u, ¨
into the nonlinear governing equation for w. Our starting observation is
that a superposition principle is itself a symmetry of a two-equation system
f x, u , u , . . . s 0, .x i
1.2 .
f x, ¨ , ¨ , . . . s 0. .x i
As far as we are aware, this simple observation has not been fully
exploited.
 .In Section 2, we develop techniques to find NLSPs of the form 1.1 ,
which can be embedded in a Lie symmetry group or a more general
differentiable manifold. This is not such a strong restriction as one might
first suspect. It is difficult to find in the literature any example of an NLSP
that cannot be embedded in a Lie symmetry group. However, having
constructed the most general first- and second-order PDEs of two inde-
pendent variables with this type of NLSP, we find that all of these are
linearisable. This is apparent from the occurrence of a general solution of
a linear PDE within the coefficients of the Lie symmetry generators. We
also give the transformation to linearise these PDEs possessing infinitely
many superposition principles. In addition, we provide a more direct
strategy for constructing the linearising transformation directly from the
NLSP.
In Section 3, we provide a technique that can be used to infer the
existence of a single NLSP without first embedding it in a differentiable
manifold. This is again achieved by considering the structure of the Lie
symmetry algebra.
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In this paper, we are not considering NLSPs that depend on using
special seed solutions that must be constructed in a particular manner, as,
for example, the NLSP for the sine-Gordon equation, that relates various
 w x.iterates of the original Backlund transformation see 1, 6 .È
2. NONLINEAR SUPERPOSITIONS OF THE FORM
 .1.1 WHICH CAN BE EMBEDDED IN A
DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLD
In this section, we provide two techniques for finding NLSPs of the form
 .1.1 which can be embedded in a Lie symmetry group. In Section 2.1, we
 .find them by considering the symmetry of a system of two or more
equations. In Section 2.2, consideration of the symmetry of a single PDE
not only gives us a technique for finding the NLSP, but also indicates that
the existence of such an NLSP implies that the PDE is linearisable. The
method of Section 2.2 applies not only to Lie groups of NLSPs, but also to
more general differentiable manifolds.
2.1. An Uncoupled Two-Equation-System Approach
 .If nonlinear superposition principles NLSPs can be embedded in a Lie
 .symmetry group of a two-equation system 1.2 , then we can find these
NLSPs by considering the symmetries of the pair of equations. In this case,
the system of PDEs needs to have a one-parameter symmetry with genera-
tor
­
G s U u , ¨ . 2.1 .  .
­ u
We note that provided U depends on both u and ¨ , the arbitrariness of ¨
implies that the single PDE will have an infinite-dimensional symmetry
group with generator
­
G s U u , x , y . 2.2 . .  .
­ u
Thus the new solution for the PDE will be
2u s u q eU u , ¨ q O e , .  .
 .where the determining equation s for U will be linear. We demonstrate
this with examples:
EXAMPLE 1. If we apply the classical symmetry method to the pair of
equations
u q u s g u , .x y
2.3 .
¨ q ¨ s g ¨ , .x y
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 .we find that for a generator of the form 2.1 , U must satisfy the linear
determining relation
g u U q g ¨ U s Ug9 u . 2.4 .  .  .  .u ¨
 .Solving 2.4 by the method of characteristics, we find that
U s g u ? f j u y j ¨ , .  .  . .
where
u 1
j u s dj . H g j .
 .  .and f is an arbitrary function of j u y j ¨ .
We then solve
d u
s g u ? f j u y j ¨ , .  .  . .
de
subject to u s u when e s 0, giving us the NLSP
y1F u , ¨ s u s j j ¨ q K j u y j ¨ , 4 .  .  .  . .
where K is an arbitrary function. Every such superposition principle
 .  .F u, ¨ has a transposed partner F ¨ , u . In this example, the superposi-
 .  .tion operation is commutative, F u, ¨ s F ¨ , u , only when the antisym-
1 . w  .metric part of the function K w is half the identity map, that is, K w2
1 .xy K yw s w.2
 .EXAMPLE 2 Riccati Equation . The previous considerations easily gen-
eralise to systems of n uncoupled PDEs with n G 3.
Applying the classical symmetry method to the set of three equations
u q qu q ru2 s p ,x
¨ q q¨ q r¨ 2 s p ,x 2.5 .
w q qw q rw2 s px
 .where p, q, r are functions of x , we find that for a generator of the form
­
G s U u , ¨ , w , .
­ u
U must satisfy the linear determining equation
U p y qu y ru2 q U p y q¨ y r¨ 2 q U p y qw y rw2 .  .  .u ¨ w
s yU q q 2 ru . 2.6 .  .
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 .Solving 2.6 , we find a solution
¨ y u w y u .  .
U s .
w y ¨ .
Then, solving
d u ¨ y u w y u .  .
s ,
de w y ¨ .
w xsubject to u s u, e s 0, we find the familiar 1 ternary NLSP
l¨ w y u y w ¨ y u .  .
F u , ¨ , w s u s , l constant. .
l w y u y ¨ y u .  .
2.2. A scalar PDE Approach
From Section 2.1, we know that if a PDE has an NLSP embedded in a
Lie group, then the PDE has an infinite-dimensional symmetry with a
 .generator of the form 2.2 .
 .  .More generally, assume that for any pair of solutions ¨ x and z x to
the governing PDE, there exists a parameter e so that we have a one-
parameter solution
u s F ¨ , z , e . 2.7 .  .
We suppose now that the NLSP is surjective in the sense that for any
 .  .  .two solutions u x and z x , there exists a solution ¨ x such that
u s F ¨ , z , 0 . 2.8 .  .
 .From 2.7 then
­ F
2u su q e ¨ , z , e q O e .  .
­e es0
2s u q eU ¨ , z q O e . .  .
 .  .From 2.8 , if F ¨ , z / 0, the implicit function theorem allows us to¨
regard ¨ as a function of u and z. Hence we write
U s h z , u .
' h z x , y , u , 2.9 .  . .
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which we find by solving the classical linear determining equations of the
PDE. Then solving
d u
sU z x , y , u , 2.10 .  . . usu , es0de
we find the NLSP for the PDE.
  . .From the preceding discussion, h z x, y , u with h / 0 needs to satisfyz
the determining equations of the PDE. We now show that for first- and
second-order PDEs of two independent variables, this will actually imply
that the PDE will have a generator of the form
­
A x , y B u , .  .
­ u
 .where A x, y is the general solution of a linear homogeneous PDE.
Hence the PDE satisfies the necessary condition for the existence of a
 w x.transformation to a linear PDE see 2 . Furthermore, in this case this
condition is sufficient, as we give the linearising transformation in Section
2.2.3. With minor additional assumptions, Appendix 2 provides a more
direct proof of separation of the variables x and u in the coefficients of
infinitesimal symmetry generators. However, it still remains then to prove
.linearisability as in the following sections.
We first consider in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 the forms that a single
 .determining equation of the PDE can take, given that h z, u satisfies it.
2.2.1. First-Order PDEs in Two-Independent Variables
We consider a general first-order determining equation
a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U s a x , y , u U. 2.11 .  .  .  .  .1 x 2 y 3 u 4
  . .  .Substituting U s h z x, y , u into 2.11 gives
h a x , y , u z q a x , y , u z q a x , y , u h s a x , y , u h. .  .  .  .z 1 x 2 y 3 u 4
2.12 .
 .  .To obtain a solution to 2.12 where h depends on z and u alone, 2.12
 .needs to be in z and u alone see Appendix 1 . Hence we consider all the
 .possible ways in which 2.12 can be written as an equation in u and z, and
show that in each case the determining equation admits separable solu-
tions
h z , u s A z B u 2.13a .  .  .  .
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and, more generally,
U x , y , u s A x , y B u , 2.13b .  .  .  .
 .with A x, y the general solution of a linear homogeneous PDE.
Case 1.
a x , y , u s c x , y b x , y p u , .  .  .  .1 1
a x , y , u s c x , y b x , y p u , .  .  .  .2 2
a x , y , u s b x , y q u , .  .  .3
a x , y , u s b x , y r u . .  .  .4
 .From 2.12 we then have
b x , y p u h c x , y z q c x , y z q b x , y q u h .  .  .  .  .  .z 1 x 2 y u
s b x , y r u h , 2.14 .  .  .
so that if the governing PDE is
c x , y z q c x , y z s g z , 2.15 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y
where g is an arbitrary function of z, then we have
b x , y h g z q b x , y g u h s b x , y g u h 2.16 .  .  .  .  .  .  .z 1 u 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .for p u / 0, g u s q u rp u , and g u s r u rp u .1 2
 .We consider the following possibilities for 2.16 :
 .  .  .  .i g z / 0, b x, y / 0, not all g u s 0, i s 1, 2: We then re-i
 .  .  .  .  .  .quire b x, y s b x, y . If h z, u s A z B u , then from 2.16 we have
A9 z B9 u .  .
g z s g u y g u s l, .  .  .2 1A z B u .  .
 .where l is a nonzero constant. Hence 2.16 admits separable solutions
 .2.13a where
A9 z g z s l A z , .  .  .
2.17 .
g u B u y g u B9 u s lB u . .  .  .  .  .2 1
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 .   ..In this case, the function A x, y as in 2.13b may be a general solution
of the linear equation
c x , y A q c x , y A s l A. .  .1 x 2 y
 .  .  .  .  .ii g z s 0, b x, y / 0, g u / 0, i s 1, 2: Then, from 2.16 ,i
h s g u h , 2.18 .  .u
 .  .  .  .where g u s g u rg u . Equation 2.18 has the general solution2 1
h z , u s A z exp g u du , .  .  .H /
 . where A is an arbitrary function of z. In this case, we find that A x, y as
 ..in 2.13b may be a general solution of
c x , y A q c x , y A s 0. .  .1 x 2 y
Case 2.
a x , y , u s a x , y , u s 0, .  .1 2
a x , y , u s g u a x , y , u . .  .  .4
This is a trivial case in which we find the general solution
h z , u s A z exp g u du , .  .  .H /
 .  .where A z is a general function. This generalises to U x, y, u s
 .  .A x, y B u , where A is a totally free function of all independent vari-
ables. No nontrivial governing equation has such a general symmetry
group. Therefore this case cannot occur in the absence of other more
restrictive determining relations.
Case 3.
a x , y , u s 0 or a x , y , u s 0, .  .1 2
a x , y , u s a x , y , u s 0. .  .3 4
This case gives h s 0 which we know will not arise from a superpositionz
principle.
From this case-by-case study, we conclude that whenever a surjective
NLSP can be embedded in a differentiable manifold of NLSPs, a single
 .determining equation will always admit separable solutions 2.13b , with
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 .A x, y the general solution of a linear homogeneous PDE. Later, we
conclude that allowance for larger systems of determining equations does
not lead to any new PDEs possessing NLSPs. Hence the most general
first-order PDE in two independent variables, which can admit a Lie group
 .  .of NLSPs of the type 1.1 , is given by 2.15 .
2.2.2. Second-Order PDEs in Two Independent Variables
We consider a general second-order determining equation:
a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U .  .  .  .1 uu 2 u x 3 x x 4 u
q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U q a x , y , u U .  .  .  .5 x 6 y 7 u y 8 y y
q a x , y , u U s a x , y , u U. 2.19 .  .  .9 x y 10
  . .  .Substitution of U s h z x, y , u into 2.19 gives
h a x , y , u q h a x , y , u z q a x , y , u z .  .  .uu 1 u z 2 x 7 y
2 2qh a x , y , u z q a x , y , u z z q a x , y , u z .  .  .z z 8 y 9 y x 3 x
qh a x , y , u q h a x , y , u z q a x , y , u z .  .  .u 4 z 3 x x 5 x
qa x , y , u z q a x , y , u z q a x , y , u z .  .  .6 y 8 y y 9 x y
s a x , y , u h. 2.20 .  .10
 .  .To obtain a solution to 2.20 where h depends on z and u alone, 2.20
 .needs to be in z and u alone see Appendix 1 . Hence we consider all the
 .possible ways in which 2.20 can be written as an equation in u and z, and
show that in each case the determining equation admits separable solu-
tions
h z , u s A z B u 2.21a .  .  .  .
and, more generally,
U x , y , u s A x , y B u , 2.21b .  .  .  .
 .with A x, y the general solution of a linear homogeneous PDE.
Case 1.
a x , y , u s b u a x , y , u , .  .  .2 5 a x , y , u s 0, i s 1, . . . , 10, i / 2, 5, .i
or
a x , y , u s b u a x , y , u , .  .  .7 6 a x , y , u s 0, i s 1, . . . , 10, i / 6, 7. .i
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 .Then from 2.20 we have
b u h q h s 0, . u z z
that is,
b u h q h s g u 2.22 .  .  .u
 .for g an arbitrary function of u. Equation 2.22 admits separable solutions
 .when g u s 0.
 .This is a trivial case that leads to a totally free function A x, y in
 .2.21b . This free symmetry group cannot occur, so we need not consider
this type of determining equation in the absence of more restrictive ones.
 .  .  .Case 2. At least one of a x, y, u , a x, y, u , or a x, y, u is not3 8 9
zero. We note that at least one of these coefficients must be nonzero for a
.second-order governing PDE . In addition, we suppose
a x , y , u s a x , y g u , .  .  .1 1
a x , y , u s 0, .2
a x , y , u s c x , y a x , y b u , .  .  .  .3 0
a x , y , u s a x , y g u , .  .  .4 4
a x , y , u s c x , y a x , y b u , .  .  .  .5 1
a x , y , u s c x , y a x , y b u , .  .  .  .6 2
a x , y , u s 0, .7
a x , y , u s c x , y a x , y b u , .  .  .  .8 3
a x , y , u s c x , y a x , y b u , .  .  .  .9 4
a x , y , u s a x , y g u , .  .  .10 10
 .  .with b u / 0. Then from 2.20 we have
h s k z h 2.23 .  .z z z
for some function k of z, and
2h a x , y b u c x , y k z z q c x , y z q c x , y z .  .  .  .  .  .z 0 x 0 x x 1 x
qc x , y z q c x , y k z z 2 q c x , y z .  .  .  .2 y 3 y 3 y y
qc x , y k z z z q c x , y z .  .  .4 x y 4 x y
q a x , y g u h q a x , y g u h s a x , y g u h. 2.24 .  .  .  .  .  .  .4 u 1 uu 10
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Then if we let
c x , y k z z 2 q c x , y z q c x , y z q c x , y z .  .  .  .  .0 x 0 x x 1 x 2 y
q c x , y k z z 2 q c x , y z q c x , y k z z z .  .  .  .  .3 y 3 y y 4 x y
q c x , y z s g z , 2.25 .  .  .4 x y
 .2.24 becomes
a x , y h g z q a x , y f u h q a x , y f u h .  .  .  .  .  .z 1 u 2 uu
s a x , y f u h , 2.26 .  .  .3
where
g u g u g u .  .  .4 1 10
f u s , f u s , f u s . .  .  .1 2 3b u b u b u .  .  .
 .We note that, from 2.23 ,
h z , u s A z B u q R u , 2.27a .  .  .  .  .
where
A z s exp k z dz dz. 2.27b .  .  .H H /
 .We consider the following possibilities for 2.26 :
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .i f u s f u s f u s 0, a x, y / 0, g z / 0: From 2.26 we1 2 3
 .have h s 0, giving h s B u . However, we know that this case cannotz
arise from a superposition principle.
 .  .  .  .  .ii g z s 0, a x, y / 0, not all f u s 0, i s 1, 2, 3: From 2.26i
then we have
f u h q f u h s f u h. 2.28 .  .  .  .1 u 2 uu 3
 .  .  .Equation 2.28 admits the separable solution 2.21a where A z is
 .  .given in 2.27b and B u satisfies
f u B9 u q f u B0 u s f u B u . .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 3
 .   ..The linear PDE then which A x, y as in 2.21b satisfies is
c x , y A q c x , y A q c x , y A .  .  .0 x x 1 x 2 y
q c x , y A q c x , y A s 0. 2.29 .  .  .3 y y 4 x y
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 .  .  .  .iii g z / 0, a x, y / 0, not all f u s 0, i s 1, 2, 3: We theni
 .  .  .require in 2.26 that a x, y s a x, y .
 .  .Equation 2.26 admits separable solutions 2.21a where
A9 z g z s l A z 2.30a .  .  .  .
and B satisfies
f u B u y f u B9 u y f u B0 u s lB u 2.30b .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .3 1 2
for some nonzero constant l.
 .  .From 2.27b and 2.30a , we find the relationship
l y g 9 z .
k z s . 2.31 .  .
g z .
 .   ..The linear PDE then which A x, y as in 2.21b satisfies is
c x , y A q c x , y A q c x , y A .  .  .0 x x 1 x 2 y
q c x , y A q c x , y A s l A. 2.32 .  .  .3 y y 4 x y
 .  .  . Case 3. One of a x, y, u , a x, y, u , and a x, y, u is nonzero so3 8 9
 . .that h s k z h for some function k of z , and one or more of thez z z
following possibilities:
 .  .  .i h s k z g u h ,u z 1 1 z
 .  .ii h s k z h ,uu 2 z
 .  .iii h s k z h .u 3 z
This case, however, gives a similar result to Case 2 e.g., we can show,
 .  .  .using 2.23 , that for part i , the function k z needs to be constant. Then1
 .  .  .   . .h u, z will be as in 2.27 with B u s e exp Hg u du , where e is1 i 1
 .constant. We can also show that the relationship 2.30b must hold for any
 .  . .solution 2.27 and hence in particular when R u s 0 .
Hence, whenever there exists a surjective NLSP embedded in a differen-
tiable manifold of NLSPs, a single determining equation will admit separa-
 .  .ble solutions 2.21b where A x, y is the general solution to a linear
homogeneous PDE. We show later that consideration of larger sets of
determining relations does not lead to additional PDEs possessing NLSPs.
Therefore the most general second-order PDE in two independent vari-
 .ables with an NLSP of type 1.1 embedded in a Lie group is identified in
 .   .  .  . .2.25 with k z given in 2.31 for the case g z / 0 .
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 .We note that most of the preceding considerations apply if z x is a
particular generating solution rather than a general solution of the govern-
 .ing PDE. Hence, the coefficients in 2.20 may then be reduced to
 .functions of u and z if the special solution z x satisfies appropriate
constraint equations in addition to the governing PDE. However, examples
of governing PDEs whose nonseparable symmetry-determining relations
 .  .allow h u, z for some special solution z x do not appear to have
superposition principles.
2.2.3. More Than One Determining Equation
In Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we showed that if a given first- or second-order
PDE of two independent variables admits a surjective NLSP of the type
 .1.1 that can be embedded in a Lie symmetry group or, more generally, in
a differentiable manifold of NLSPs, then a single determining equation
 .  .admits separable solutions 2.13b where A x, y satisfies a linear homoge-
neous PDE.
If the governing PDE has more than one determining equation, then, as
 .h z, u must be a consequence of the system of determining equations, we
can deduce that each equation must have coefficients in z and u only see
.Appendix 1 .
Hence any first- or second-order PDE of two independent variables that
 .can admit a surjective NLSP of the form 1.1 embeddable in a differen-
 .  .   .tiable manifold is necessarily of the form 2.15 or 2.25 with k z given
 .  . .in 2.31 for the second-order case when g z / 0 .
 .  .Equations 2.15 and 2.25 have symmetries with generator
­
A x , y B u , .  .
­ u
 .where A x, y is the general solution of one linear homogeneous PDE.
Hence the PDEs are linearisable with
1
c s du, 2.33 .H B u .
 w x.the transformation to linearise the PDEs by 2, Theorem 6.4.2-2 .
2.2.4. Examples
EXAMPLE 3.
c x , y u q c x , y u s g u 2.34 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y
has classical symmetries with generator
­




c x , y U q c x , y U q g u U s g 9 u U. 2.35 .  .  .  .  .1 x 2 y u
  . .  .  .We require U s h z x, y , u to satisfy 2.35 . Substituting U into 2.35 ,
we find that h needs to satisfy
h g z q h g u s hg 9 u . 2.36 .  .  .  .z u
 .Solving 2.36 by the method of characteristics, we find
h z , u s g u Q j u y j z , 2.37 .  .  .  .  . .
where Q is arbitrary and
¨ 1
j ¨ s dj . 2.38 .  .H g j .
 .  .Hence U is given by 2.37 and on solving 2.10 we find the NLSP
y1 y1u s j j z q G e q G j u y j z , 2.39 .  .  .  . .
 .where G is an arbitrary function and j is given in 2.38 .
We note that if in the previous example we had written
U s h x , y , u .
s A x , y B u , 2.40 .  .  .
 .  .then on substituting 2.40 into 2.35 we would have found that A needs
to satisfy
c x , y A q c x , y A s l A 2.41 .  .  .1 x 2 y
and
B u s a g u exp yl j u , 2.42 .  .  .  . .
 .where a , l are constants and j is given in 2.38 . Then solving
d u
sA x , y B u , .  . usu , es0de
 .  .  .using 2.40 , 2.41 , and 2.42 , gives the solution
1
y1u s j ln cA x , y q exp l j u , c s lae , 2.43 .  .  . . 5l
 .which is in terms of a solution u to the same PDE 2.34 as well as a
 .solution A to the PDE 2.41 .
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 .  .Using 2.33 and 2.42 , we find that the transformation to linearise
 .2.34 is
1
¨ s exp l j u , . .
l
 .which transforms 2.34 to the linear equation
c x , y ¨ q c x , y ¨ s l¨ , l constant. .  .1 x 2 y
EXAMPLE 4.
c x , y u q c x , y k u u2 q c x , y u q c x , y u q c x , y u .  .  .  .  .  .0 x x 0 x 1 x 2 y 3 y y
q c x , y u q c x , y k u u2 q c x , y k u u u s F u , .  .  .  .  .  .4 x y 3 y 4 x y
2.44 .
 .   ..  .where for F / 0, k u s l y F9 u rF u , l constant, and for F s 0,
 .k u is arbitrary.
 .The PDE 2.44 has classical symmetry with generator
­
G s U x , y , u , .
­ u
where U satisfies
U q k u U s 0, .u
c x , y U q c x , y U q c x , y U q c x , y U 2.45 .  .  .  .  .0 x x 1 x 2 y 3 y y
q c x , y U s UF9 u y U F u . .  .  .4 x y u
  . .  .  .We require U s h z x, y , u to satisfy 2.45 . Substituting U into 2.45 ,
we find that
h s A z exp y k u du , 2.46 .  .  .H /
 .where A z needs to satisfy
2 w xc x , y A z q A z q c x , y A z q c x , y A z .  .  .0 z z x z x x 1 z x 2 z y
2q c x , y A z q A z q c x , y A z z q A z s l A , .  .3 z z y z y y 4 z z y x z x y
2.47 .
 .   . .where l s 0 if F s 0. Hence we choose A z s Hexp Hk z dz dz as in
 .2.27 .
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 .Then solving 2.10 , that is,
d u
s exp k z dz dz ? exp yHk u d u , 2.48 .  .  . .H H /de usu , es0
 .gives the NLSP for 2.44 as
y1u s P eP z q P u , 2.49 .  .  .
where
P u s exp k u du du. 2.50 .  .  .H H / /
If in the preceding example we had written
U s h x , y , u .
s A x , y B u 2.51 .  .  .
 .and substituted this into 2.45 , then we would have found that
B u s exp y k u du 2.52 .  .  .H /
and that A is any solution to
c x , y A q c x , y A q c x , y A q c x , y A .  .  .  .0 x x 1 x 2 y 3 y y
q c x , y A s l A , 2.53 .  .4 x y
where again l s 0 when F s 0.
Hence, solving
d u
sA x , y B u , .  . usu , es0de
we find the solution
y1u s P A x , y e q P u , 2.54 .  .  .
 .  .  .where P is given in 2.50 . The solution 2.54 to 2.44 is in terms of a
 .solution u to the same PDE 2.44 , as well as a solution A to the PDE
 .  .  .2.53 . Using 2.33 and 2.52 , we find the transformation to linearise
 .2.44 is
¨ s P u .
s exp k u du du, 2.55 .  .H H /
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 .which transforms 2.44 to the linear equation
c x , y ¨ q c x , y ¨ q c x , y ¨ q c x , y ¨ q c x , y ¨ .  .  .  .  .0 x x 1 x 2 y 3 y y 4 x y
s l¨ q a
for some constant a and where l s 0 if F s 0.
 .We note that the potential Burgers equation is a special case of 2.44
with
y1 y1
c x , y s 1, c x , y s , k u s , .  .  .0 2 a 2a
c x , y s c x , y s c x , y s 0 and F s 0. .  .  .1 3 4
 .  .From 2.49 and 2.50 we find the NLSP for this equation as
z u
u s y2a ln e exp y q exp y . /  /2a 2a
2.3. Finding the Linearising Transformation Directly from the NLSP
 .In this section, we assume that our PDE has an NLSP of the type 1.1
which can be embedded in a Lie group, that is,
u s F u , ¨ , e .
­ F
2su q e q O e . 2.56 .  .
­e es0
We now wish to use this to find the linearising transformation.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the target linear canonical
 .form is homogeneous as we can always subtract a particular solution .
Then the variable w that satisfies the linear equation must have the linear
superposition symmetry
w s w q e z ,
where z is any particular solution to the linear equation.
 w x.By a well-known theorem of Lie see 2, Theorem 2.2.5-3 , for any
one-parameter Lie symmetry group, there exists a change of variable, such
that the symmetry is a translation of a single variable. In general, then, we
would have
G u , ¨ s G u , ¨ q e , 2.57 .  .  .
where the canonical coordinate G satisfies
GG s 1,
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 .where G is the classical symmetry generator. Hence, from 2.56 ,
1
G u , ¨ s du. . H ­ F
u , ¨ , e .
­e es0
 .  .Equation 2.57 may be viewed as a linear superposition provided G u, ¨
 .  . is of the form R u rR ¨ for some function R. This condition implies
that the original PDE has a classical symmetry with generator
R ¨ ­ .
G s ./R9 u ­ u .
 .Then, from 2.57 ,
R u R u .  .
s q e
R ¨ R ¨ .  .
«R u s R u q eR ¨ . 2.58 .  .  .  .
Therefore the equation satisfied by R is invariant under linear superposi-
tion and the transformation to linearise the PDE is
¨ s R u . .
EXAMPLE 5.
u q y s u2 . 2.59 .x y
 .From the NLSP for 2.59 , the PDE has symmetry
1
u s .1 1 1
q ln exp y q e /¨ u ¨
Making e the subject, we have
1 1 1 1
exp y s exp y q e , /  /u ¨ u ¨
that is,
1 1 1
exp s exp q e exp , /u u ¨
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 .so that the transformation to linearise PDE 2.59 is
1
¨ s exp . 2.60 . /u
 .  .Using 2.60 , Eq. 2.59 transforms to the linear PDE
¨ q ¨ s y¨ .x y
 .3. NONLINEAR SUPERPOSITIONS OF THE FORM 1.1
WHICH CANNOT BE EMBEDDED IN A MANIFOLD
In this section, we show that even if an NLSP cannot be embedded in a
manifold, we can still infer its existence from the structure of the Lie
symmetry algebra.
We now assume that the PDE has any Lie symmetry, and suppose that
 .there exists a generating solution z x . Consequently, for every solution u
to the governing equation, there exists another solution ¨ , so that
u s F ¨ , z . .
Then we have a new symmetry with X s 0;
2u s F ¨ , z q eU x, z q O e .  . .
2s u q eU x, u q O e , 3.1 .  .  .
 . .  .where U s ­ Fr­ z ¨ , z U x, z .
Hence the symmetry algebra must be invariant under the operation
U ª U s F ¨ , z U x, z . .  .z
So that U conforms to the definition of an infinitesimal point symmetry
generator, we must express U as a function of u and x. For this purpose,
we regard ¨ as a function of u and z. In turn, z is a fixed function of x.
We write
U x, u s f u , z h x, z 3.2 .  .  .  .
and substitute this into the linear classical determining equations of the
PDE.
This leads to linear determining equations for both f and h. We then
solve
­ F
¨ , z s f F ¨ , z , z 3.3 .  .  . .
­ z
 .for the NLSP F ¨ , z .
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 .EXAMPLE 6 Potential Burgers Equation .
1
2u q u s lu . 3.4 .y x x x2
 .The PDE 3.4 has classical symmetries with generator
­
G s U x , y , u , .
­ u
where U satisfies
2lU y U s 0,u
3.5 .
U s lU .y x x
 .  .Writing U as in 3.2 , substituting this into 3.5 , and using the fact that
 .  .h x, y, z satisfies 3.5 at u s z, we find
u y z z
f u , z s exp and h x , y , z s j x , y exp .  .  . /  /2l 2l
where j is an arbitrary solution of j s l j . We now solvey x x
­ F
¨ , z s f F ¨ , z , z .  . .
­ z
F yz
s exp ? exp , / /2l 2l
giving
yz 1
F ¨ , z s y2l ln exp y g ¨ . 3.6 .  .  . /2l 2l
 .  .  .Upon substitution of the solution F ¨ , z into 3.4 , we find that g ¨
needs to satisfy
1
g 0 ¨ q g 9 ¨ s 0, .  .
2l
that is,
g ¨ s y2la ey¨ r2 l , a constant. .
 .Hence from 3.6 we have the NLSP
z ¨
F ¨ , z s y2l ln exp y q a exp y . 3.7 .  . /  /2l 2l
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4. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that nonlinear superposition principles may be
discerned from the structure of the Lie symmetry algebra of a PDE. This
follows from the basic fact that a superposition principle is, in fact, a global
symmetry of a pair of equations. If this global symmetry can be embedded
in a Lie symmetry group, then we demonstrate how to use well-established
 .infinitesimal methods to find the nonlinear superposition principle NLSP .
For any first- or second-order PDE in two independent variables, if a
surjective superposition principle exists and it can be embedded in a
differentiable manifold of NLSPs, then the PDE must, in fact, be linearis-
able. From established results on Lie symmetry algebras, we are able to
explicitly extract the linearising transformation.
By explicitly constructing the full class of PDEs with a Lie group of
 .NLSPs, we arrive at a single expression 2.44 for a class of second-order
variable-coefficient equations that includes previously unconnected famil-
iar linearisable equations such as the potential Burgers equation
u s u q u2 ,y x x y
the steady quasilinear unsaturated flow model
= ? D u =u y aD u u s 0, .  . . yÄ
and their generalisations. Practical applications of the latter are currently
being investigated.
Even if the superposition principle cannot be embedded in a manifold,
its existence implies a certain invariance operation on the existing symme-
try algebra. We show how this can be used to find NLSPs that might not be
embedded in a manifold. We do, however, suspect that not many, if any,
 .PDEs have NLSPs of the form 1.1 that cannot be embedded in a Lie
symmetry group. In Section 3, we considered the implications of the
 .existence of just one generating solution z x , so that for every solution
 .  .u x to the governing PDE, there exists another solution ¨ x such that
 .  .u s F ¨ , z . We believe that in most cases where NLSPs of the type 1.1
exist, the PDE, in fact, has many generating solutions. The PDE would
then possess a symmetry with generator of the form
­
G s A x B u . .  .
­ u
 .See Appendix 2. We have not been able to find any PDE that possesses a
symmetry of this form, that has an NLSP not embeddable in a Lie
symmetry group. If this is indeed the usual case, then the task of finding
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superposition principles will be subsumed by the symmetry-finding task. If
not, then we have already outlined a symmetry-based method that will
uncover non-Lie superposition principles.
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APPENDIX 1
In this appendix, we show that for first- and second-order PDEs of two
 .  .independent variables, if the solution h x, y, u to a system of n ) 1
 .determining equations can be expressed as h z, u , where z is a solution to
the PDE, then each determining equation must have coefficients in z and
u alone.
 .As h z, u is a consequence of the system of determining equations,
 .each equation in the system must admit the particular solution h z, u and
hence it is sufficient to examine a single determining equation admitting
such a solution.
A1.1. First-Order PDE of Two Independent Variables
From Section 2.2.1, the most general first-order determining equation is
a x , y , u g z h q a x , y , u h s a x , y , u h , A1.N1 .  .  .  .  .1 z 2 u 3
with general solution
 .i
dz a x , y , u a x , y , u .  .1 3
h s f y du exp duH H /  /g z a x , y , u a x , y , u .  .  .2 2
for g / 0, a / 0, and f arbitrary;2
 .ii
a x , y , u .3
h s A z exp du . H /a x , y , u .2
for a s 0 or g s 0, a / 0, and A arbitrary; A1.N2 .1 2
 .iii
a x , y , u .3
h s B u exp dz for a s 0, a / 0, and g / 0. . H 2 1 /a x , y , u g z .  .1
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 .  .Therefore, for a solution h z, u with h / 0, we require in iz
 .  .  .  .a x, y, u ra x, y, u and a x, y, u ra x, y, u to be functions in u3 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .alone, in ii a x, y, u ra x, y, u to be a function in u alone, and in iii3 2
 .  .a x, y, u ra x, y, u to be a function in u alone.3 1
 .Hence in each of the preceding cases, A1.N1 can be written with
coefficients in u and z. In addition, no matter how many determining
 .equations the PDE has, from the possible solutions A1.N2 , we see that
each equation must have coefficients in u and z alone.
A1.2. Second-Order PDE of Two Independent Variables
From Section 2.2.2, the system of determining equations would have
h s k z h , A1.N3a .  .z z z
g x , y , u h g z q g x , y , u h q g x , y , u h s g x , y , u h , .  .  .  .  .i0 z i1 u i2 uu i3
A1.N3b .
and possibly
b x , y , u h q h s a x , y , u , a arbitrary, .  .j u j j
i s 1, . . . , p , j s 1, . . . , m for some p , m G 1. A1.N3c .
 .From A1.N3a , we have
h z , u s A z B u q R u , A1.N4a .  .  .  .  .
where
A z s exp k z dz dz. A1.N4b .  .  .H H /
 .  .Substitution of A1.N4a into A1.N3c implies
b x , y , u B9 u q B u s 0, .  .  .j
A1.N5 .
b x , y , u R9 u q R u s a x , y , u , .  .  .  .j j
 .  .so that, for each j, b x, y, u and a x, y, u need to be functions in uj j
alone.
 .We now consider A1.N3b . Without loss of generality, if g / 0 fori0
some i, we can take g s 1. For these equations with g s 1, then oni0 i0
 .  .substitution of A1.N4a into A1.N3b we find that
g x , y , u B9 u q g x , y , u B0 u y g x , y , u B u .  .  .  .  .  .i1 i2 i3
s l B u , l constant, A1.N6 .  .i i
so that if l / 0, then g , g , and g need to be functions of u alone.i i1 i2 i3
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 .If l s 0 in A1.N6 , then we would requirei
g s a x , y b u , .  .i1 i i1
g s a x , y b u , .  .i2 i i2 A1.N7 .
g s a x , y b u . .  .i3 i i3
 .  .However, if l s 0, then we find that either g s 0 or A9 z s 0. As A9 zi
is not possible, then g s 0 and so each such determining equation includes
coefficients that depend only on z and u.
 .Finally, if g s 0 for some i in A1.N3 , then we findi0
g x , y , u B9 u q g x , y , u B0 u y g x , y , u B u s 0, .  .  .  .  .  .i1 i2 i3
 .so that the coefficients g , g , and g are as in A1.N7 , and thei1 i2 i3
determining equations again have coefficients in z and u alone.
Hence, if the system of determining equations of a second-order PDE in
 .two independent variables admits a solution h z, u , then the coefficients
in the determining equations must be in z and u alone.
APPENDIX 2
In this appendix, we show that a PDE with a nontrivial symmetry group
and possessing a surjective NLSP must also possess a symmetry with
generator
­
G s A x B u . .  .
­ u
 .We denote the NLSP by u s F ¨ , z . Because of the assumed surjectivity
 .  .  .property, for any two solutions u x and z x , there exists a suitable ¨ x .
If the PDE has the symmetry generator
­ ­
G s X q U , i ­ x ­ uii
w xthen we would have a new symmetry 2 ,
2u s F ¨ , z q e U x, z y X x, z z q O e .  .  . i x i /
i
2s u q eU x, u , u q O e , .  .x i
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where
­ F
U x, u , u s ¨ , z U x, z y X x, z z . .  .  .  .x i xi i­ z i
We can write
U x, u , u s f u , z h x, z , z , .  .  .x xi i
so that
U x, u , u .x if u , z s . A2.N1 .  .
h x, z , z .x i
 .If there are so many possible generating solutions z x , that z and x may
 .be regarded as independent variables, then A2.N1 indicates that X s 0
 .  .  .and that U and h must be separable, U s A x B u . The PDE would
then have to possess a symmetry with generator of the form
­
G s A x B u . A2.N2 .  .  .
­ u
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